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They exist everywhere. Among the common people they are talked about in quiet tones. Half man, half beast. Stories of them are told around campfires and hearths. They inspire
curiosity......confusion......and fear. Many call them monsters.Some call them heroes.They call themselves primals.Primal Tales is the new publication designed to allow players
and judges to add anthropomorphic characters to any dungeon crawl classics campaign.Inside the first issue you will find: New Classes, A new Patron, New Monsters, and much
more.
All three 4th Edition core rulebooks in one handsome slipcase. The Dungeons & Dragons Roleplaying Game has defined the medieval fantasy genre and the tabletop RPG
industry for more than 30 years. In the D&D game, players create characters that band together to explore dungeons, slay monsters, and find treasure. The 4th Edition D&D rules
offer the best possible play experience by presenting exciting character options, an elegant and robust rules system, and handy storytelling tools for the Dungeon Master. This
gift set provides all three 4th Edition Dungeons & Dragons core rulebooks (Player's Handbook, Dungeon Master's Guide, and Monster Manual) in a handsome slipcase that looks
great on any bookshelf.
A guide to the role-playing game that provides information on its commands, inidividual campaigns, scoring, extras, tactics, and the secrets of the multi-player mode. This
adventure takes characters from 1st level to 3rd level.
This core rulebook introduces an innovative monster stat block format, that makes running monsters easier for the Dungeon Master, and presents a horde of iconic monsters that
fit into any campaign.
Provides information on the nature of the power source, races, classes, feats, powers, and options in the game of Dungeons and Dragons.
A wickedly whimsical adventure for the world’s greatest roleplaying game. Once every eight years, the fantastic Witchlight Carnival touches down on your world, bringing joy to
one settlement after the next. Its owners, Mister Witch and Mister Light, know how to put on a good show. But there’s more to this magical extravaganza than meets the eye! The
carnival is a gateway to a fantastic Feywild domain unlike anything found on the Material Plane. Time has not been kind to this realm, however, and dark days lie ahead unless
someone can thwart the dastardly schemes of the Hourglass Coven. The Wild Beyond the Witchlight takes adventurers from the Witchlight Carnival to Prismeer, a Feywild
domain of delight, and is designed for characters of levels 1–8. This book comes with a poster map that shows the carnival on one side and Prismeer on the other. • Explore the
Plane of Faerie in the first official D&D adventure set primarily in the Feywild • Easily drop The Witchlight Carnival into any campaign—for passage into the Feywild or just a night
of carnival games and wild entertainment • Introduces two races—play as a fairy or as a harengon, a race of humanoid rabbits • Adds two backgrounds—the Feylost who grew up
in the Feywild, and a Witchlight Hand who works at the carnival • All encounters can be resolved without resorting to combat, rewarding clever ideas and creative roleplay •
Classic 1980s Dungeons & Dragons characters return, including Warduke, Strongheart, and Kelek
This boxed set is for Dungeon Masters interested in taking their heroes on excursions to the Shadowfell. The kit includes a 128-page book detailing the city of Gloomwrought, a
32-page book of encounters set in Gloomwrought and beyond, two card stock sheets of die-cut monster and villain tokens, a foldout battle map, and a deck of 30 cards.
Everything a player needs to adventure in the Forgotten Realms, the most popular setting in the D&D "RM" game can be found right here: history, maps, non-player characters,
geography, economics, societies, organizations, religions, politics, monsters, magic items, spells ... even a start-up adventure in the Realms!
The complete guide for building Forgotten Realms characters. This guide presents this changed world from the point of view of the adventurers exploring it. This product includes everything a
player needs to create his character for a D&D campaign in the Forgotten Realms setting.
Let slip the hounds of war!Make martial combat more interesting with the Path of War, a maneuver-based combat system designed and playtested to work side-by-side with all of the standard
classes.Path of War offers new base classes, feats, archetypes, and much more. Want to use the maneuver-based combat system with your standard Pathfinder Roleplaying Game classes
like the fighter or rogue? Feats allow you to do just that.Inside of the pages of Path of War, you will find:Three new base classes - the stalker, warder, and warlordDozens of new feats for both
the new classes and the core classesThirteen martial disciplines full of dozens of maneuversArchetypes for the new base classes, as well as two psionic archetypesSix new prestige
classesMartial traditions to help you introduce maneuver-based combat to your campaignNow martial characters get to have fun, too, with the Path of War!
Presents the core rules for the fourth edition of the Dungeons & Dragons roleplaying game that outline making characters, adventuring, and resolving combat.
New options for fighters, rangers, rogues, and warlords... Sharpen your sword and tighten your bow! This must-have book is the latest in a line of player-friendly game supplements offering
hundreds of new options for D&D® characters, specifically focusing on martial heroes. It provides new archetypal builds for fighters, rangers, rogues, and warlords, as well as new character
powers, feats, paragon paths, and epic destinies.
"Player's Handbook 2 is the most significant expansion to the 4th edition Dungeons & Dragons game. This companion to the 'Player's handbook' core rulebook introduces the primal power
source, which draws on the spirits that preserve and sustain the world. This book includes four classes tied to the primal power source: the barbarian, the druid, the shaman, and the warden. It
also presents four new arcane and divine classes: the avenger, the bard, the invoker, and the sorcerer"--Back cover.
"For use with these 4th edition Dungeons &Dragons core products: Player's handbook core rulebooks, Dungeon master's guide core rulebooks, Monster manual core rulebooks, D&D
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miniatures, D&D dungeon tiles."--P. [4] of cover.
Everything you need to start playing the world’s greatest roleplaying game. “I recommend [the D&D Starter Set] for anyone who’s curious and wants to learn D&D.”—Ed Grabionowski,
io9.Gizmodo.com The Dungeons & Dragons Starter Set is your gateway to action-packed stories of the imagination. This box contains the essential rules of the game plus everything you need
to play heroic characters on perilous adventures in worlds of fantasy. Explore subterranean labyrinths! Plunder hoards of treasure! Battle legendary monsters! • FIVE READY-TO-PLAY
CHARACTERS • SIX DICE • ONE ADVENTURE BOOK: LOST MINE OF PHANDELVER • ONE RULEBOOK • ONE CHARACTER SHEET “D&D acolytes are everywhere. . .Tech workers
from Silicon Valley to Brooklyn have long-running campaigns, and the showrunners and the novelist behind ‘Game of Thrones’ have all been Dungeon Masters.”—Neima Jahromi, The New
Yorker Dungeons & Dragons is the world’s greatest roleplaying game. Created in 1974, D&D transformed gaming culture by blending traditional fantasy with miniatures and wargaming. The
main Dungeons & Dragons books are the Player’s Handbook, Monster Manual, and Dungeon Master’s Guide.
RPG supplement by Richard Baker & Robert Schwalb
Explore the horrors of Ravenloft in this campaign sourcebook for the world’s greatest roleplaying game. Terror stalks the nightmare realms of Ravenloft. No one knows this better than monster scholar
Rudolph Van Richten. To arm a new generation against the creatures of the night, Van Richten has compiled his correspondence and case files into this tome of eerie tales and chilling truths. • Travel
(perhaps even by choice) to Ravenloft's expanded Domains of Dread—each domain with its own unique flavor of horror, thrilling story hooks, and grisly cast of characters • Craft your own D&D horror settings,
add tension with optional rules, and get advice for running a game that's ghastly in all the right ways • Create characters with lineages tied to vampires, undead, and hags, horror-themed subclasses, the
Investigator background, and "Dark Gifts" that may be a double-edged sword • Unleash nightmarish monsters from an expanded bestiary, and browse a collection of mysterious trinkets • Explore Ravenloft in
the included Dungeons & Dragons adventure—play as a stand-alone adventure or drop it into your current game for a bit of sinister fun
New options and character hooks for dragonborn characters. If you want to play the ultimate dragonborn hero, this book is for you! This expansion of the Player’s Handbook® core rulebook explores the
mysteries of the dragonborn. It presents D&D® players with exciting new options for their dragonborn characters, including unique racial feats, powers, paragon paths, and epic destinies. This book also
includes ways to flesh out your dragonborn character’s background and personality.
Presents an introduction to Dungeons and Dragons with information on the rules, characters, weapons and gear, and game etiquette.
What begins as a simple expedition to explore an ancient jungle temple sends adventurers headlong into a search for the Dragon's Eye, an artifact created ages ago by demons in order to gain power over
dragons. But where exactly is this mysterious artifact, and why do the Cloudreavers and the Emerald Claw think the adventurers already have it? Only Lady Vol knows the truth. Her deadly cat-and-mouse
game leads the characters from the wilderness of Q'barra to the wild coasts of the Lhazaar Principalities and the soaring peaks of Argonnessen. There, at last, they can learn the secret of the Dragon's Eye
and foil the lich queen's plans ... if they survive!
A series focusing on the popular character class Fighters! The first title in a new Forgotten Realms series focusing on the popular Dungeons & Dragons® game character class of Fighters. Each title will
feature characters with a different exotic style of fighting.
New options for ardents, battleminds, monks, and psions. Hot on the heels of the Player's Handbook® 3 core rulebook comes Psionic Power(tm), a D&D® supplement that explores the psionic power source
in more detail. This supplement presents hundreds of new options for D&D characters, specifically focusing on heroes who channel the power of the mind. It provides new builds for the ardent, battlemind,
monk, and psion classes, including new character powers, feats, paragon paths, and epic destinies.
Reduced to ruins by supernatural cataclysms, Neverwinter rises from the ashes to reclaim its title as the Jewel of the North. Yet even as its citizens return and rebuild, hidden forces pursue their own goals
and vendettas, any one of which could tear the city apart. Neverwinter has long been one of the most popular locations in the Forgotten Realms® campaign world. This book presents a complete heroic-tier
campaign setting that plunges players into the politics, skullduggery, and peril of a city on the brink of destruction or greatness. A wealth of information about Neverwinter and its environs is provided: maps,
quests, encounters, and statistics -- everything a Dungeon Master needs for his heroic tier adventures.
A magical mixture of rules options for the world's greatest roleplaying game. The wizard Tasha, whose great works include the spell Tasha's hideous laughter, has gathered bits and bobs of precious lore
during her illustrious career as an adventurer. Her enemies wouldn't want these treasured secrets scattered across the multiverse, so in defiance, she has collected and codified these tidbits for the
enrichment of all. EXPANDED SUBCLASSES. Try out subclass options for every Dungeons & Dragons class, including the artificer, which appears in the book. MORE CHARACTER OPTIONS. Tasha's
Cauldron of Everything introduces a host of class features and feats, plus straightforward rules for modifying a character's racial traits and customizing their origin. INTRODUCING GROUP PATRONS.
Whether you're part of the same criminal syndicate or working for an ancient dragon, each group patron option comes with its own perks and types of assignments. SPELLS, ARTIFACTS & MAGIC
TATTOOS. Discover more spells, as well as magic tattoos, artifacts, and other magic items for your campaign. EXPANDED RULES OPTIONS. Try out rules for sidekicks, supernatural environments, natural
hazards, and parleying with monsters, and gain guidance on running a session zero. A PLETHORA OF PUZZLES. Ready to be dropped into any D&D adventure, puzzles of varied difficulty await your
adventurers, complete with traps and guidance on using the puzzles in a campaign. Full of expanded content for players and Dungeon Masters alike, this book is a great addition to the Player's Handbook.
Baked in you'll find more rule options for all the character classes in the Player's Handbook, including more subclass options. Thrown in for good measure is the artificer class, a master of magical invention.
And this witch's brew wouldn't be complete without a dash of added artifacts, spellbook options, spells for both player characters and monsters, magical tattoos, group patrons, and other tasty goodies.

Provides information on the origins, tactics, myths, and lairs of a variety of undead creatures and threats encountered in the game of Dungeons and Dragons.
Aimed at players and Dungeon Masters, this game supplement explores the heroes and wonders of Athas--a savage desert world abandoned by the gods and ruled by terrible sorcerer-kings.
This book enables players to weave elements of the Feywild into their existing and future characters. It contains exciting new character builds and options that are thematically rooted to the
Feywild, a wild and verdant plane of arcane splendor, full of dangerous and whimsical creatures.
This essential supplement for the 4th Edition Dungeons & Dragons Fantasy Roleplaying Game presents exciting new builds for the game's most popular classes: the cleric, the druid, the
paladin, the ranger, and the warlock.
The nine martial disciplines presented in this supplement allow a character with the proper knowledge and focus to perform special combat maneuvers and nearly magical effects. Information
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is also included on new magic items and spells and new monsters and organizations.
Tales of the Old Margreve takes your 5th Edition game deep into the ancient, magical forest, with new spells, monsters, magic items, and wondrous locations by Richard Green and Wolfgang
Baur; a monster appendix by Jon Sawatsky and James Introcaso; and twelve challenging adventures for heroes level 1-10.
Builds on the overview of the Manual of the Planes™ game supplement, providing coverage of Elemental Chaos topics ranging from the City of Brass to the githzerai monastery of Zerthadlun,
in a reference that also profiles an array of new monsters, demons and adventure options.
Discover everything there is to know about dragons—the most iconic of D&D monsters—in this quintessential reference guide. Meet Fizban the Fabulous: doddering archmage, unlikely war
hero, divine avatar of a dragon-god—and your guide to the mysteries of dragonkind. What is the difference between a red dragon and a gold dragon? What is dragonsight? How does a
dragon’s magic impact the world around them? This comprehensive guide provides Dungeon Masters with a rich hoard of tools and information for designing dragon-themed encounters,
adventures, and campaigns. Dragonslayers and dragon scholars alike will also appreciate its insight into harnessing the power of dragon magic and options for players to create unique,
memorable draconic characters. • Introduces gem dragons to fifth edition! • Provides Dungeon Masters with tools to craft adventures inspired by dragons, including dragon lair maps and
detailed information about 20 different types of dragons • Adds player character options, including dragon-themed subclasses for monks and rangers, unique draconic ancestries for
dragonborn, additional spell options, and a feat • Presents a complete dragon bestiary and introduces a variety of dragons and dragon-related creatures—including aspects of the dragon gods,
dragon minions, and more • Reveals the story of the First World and the role the dragon gods Bahamut and Tiamat played in its creation and destruction
The best way to start playing the 4th Edition Dungeons & Dragons Fantasy Roleplaying Game. Designed for one-to-five players, this boxed game contains everything needed to start playing.
This volume will convince readers that the swift ascent of the tabletop role-playing game Dungeons and Dragons to worldwide popularity in the 1970s and 1980s is “the most exciting event in
popular culture since the invention of the motion picture.” Dungeons and Dragons and Philosophy presents twenty-one chapters by different writers, all D&D aficionados but with starkly
different insights and points of view. It will be appreciated by thoughtful fans of the game, including both those in their thirties, forties, and fifties who have rediscovered the pastime they loved
as teenagers and the new teenage and college-student D&D players who have grown up with gaming via computer and console games and are now turning to D&D as a richer, fuller gaming
experience. The book is divided into three parts. The first, “Heroic Tier: The Ethical Dungeon-Crawler,” explores what D&D has to teach us about ethics and about how results from the
philosophical study of morality can enrich and transform the game itself. Authors argue that it’s okay to play evil characters, criticize the traditional and new systems of moral alignment, and
(from the perspective of those who love the game) tackle head-on the recurring worries about whether the game has problems with gender and racial stereotypes. Readers of Dungeons and
Dragons and Philosophy will become better players, better thinkers, better dungeon-masters, and better people. Part II, “Paragon Tier: Planes of Existence,” arouses a new sense of wonder
about both the real world and the collaborative world game players create. Authors look at such metaphysical questions as what separates magic from science, how we express the
inexpressible through collaborative storytelling, and what the objects that populate Dungeons and Dragons worlds can teach us about the equally fantastic objects that surround us in the real
world. The third part, “Epic Tier: Leveling Up,” is at the crossroads of philosophy and the exciting new field of Game Studies. The writers investigate what makes a game a game, whether
D&D players are artists producing works of art, whether D&D (as one of its inventors claimed) could operate entirely without rules, how we can overcome the philosophical divide between
game and story, and what types of minds take part in D&D.
This book gives a complete introduction to the hobby of wargaming with miniatures, especially suitable for the newcomer but also containing sufficient depth and breadth of information to
attract the more experienced gamer. Packed with color photographs, maps and diagrams, the book is a visual treat, but one built on the solid foundations of a highly literate and engaging text
that does not dumb down the hobby. Every aspect is explained clearly and in a way that both informs and entertains, with plenty of personality, gentle humor and a lightness of touch. The
contents include a brief history of the development of wargaming, choice of periods from ancients to sci-fi, the question of scale (not only of miniatures, but the size of game from the smallest
skirmishes to epic battles), terrain, buying and painting miniatures, creating scenarios for wargames, running a campaign, solo wargaming and so on. It also incorporates simple wargaming
rules covering all periods of history as well as fantasy and science fiction gaming. These rules will have optional mechanisms allowing them to be used for very small games with just a few
figures, or much bigger games with several regiments or brigades on each side.
The most detailed D&D¨ sourcebook on combat ever released.
A new Dungeons & Dragons® game supplement offers hundreds of new options for characters, specifically focusing on heroes who draw power from the spirits to preserve and sustain the
world--including barbarians, druids, shamans, and wardens--providing new character powers, feats, paragon paths, and epic destinies.
This tome focuses on the martial heroes: characters who rely on their combat talents and keen wits for survival. "Martial Power" is the first of a line of player-friendly supplements offering
hundreds of new options for D&D characters.
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